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J O U R N A L O F I N T E R A C T I V E M A R K E T I N G

Second, changes in technology make it feasibleINTRODUCTION
to understand and track customer behaviors in

Since the early eighties, the field of marketing ways that were impractical, or even impossible,
has undergone a major directional change in in the past (Jackson, 1995).
both its theory and practice: a turn toward rela- Previous research in CLV has extolled the vir-
tionship marketing (Morgan & Hunt, 1994). At tue of its use in a variety of marketing decision
the core of relationship marketing is the devel- problems, primarily focusing on acquisition de-
opment and maintenance of long-term relation- cisions or the acquisition/retention cost trade-
ships with customers, rather than simply a series off (Blattberg & Deighton, 1996; Wang &
of discrete transactions, achieved by creating su- Splegel, 1994). Determining or calculating CLV
perior customer value and satisfaction. Ideally, was done solely by considering specific numeri-
a loyalty that benefits both parties is fostered. cal cases. Researchers considered a particular
One pitfall of this growing concern to maintain setting, with specific input parameters, and com-
strong and long-lasting relationships, however, puted CLV to use it in the decision-making
is to do it at the expense of profitability. Overly problem prompting the CLV determination.
enthusiastic with the concept, many prac- In this paper, a systematic general approach
titioners have gotten involved in losing relation- to the computation of CLV is offered. General
ships. Relationship marketing is costly. It might mathematical models are provided to calculate
not pay to maintain long-term relationships, at CLV in a variety of typical cases. The major con-
least not all the time and not with all customers. tribution of this paper is that it is less context-
Customers with low switching costs and short specific than previous discussions of CLV, and
time-horizons might not be financially attractive that it provides general mathematical formula-
to the firm (Jackson, 1985). tions of CLV, while additionally tying together

Ultimately, marketing is the art of attracting the specific assumptions underlying a formula-
and keeping profitable customers (Kotler & tion and, indeed, the formulation. Though not
Armstrong, 1996). A company should not try to exhaustive, the cases treated deal with the large
pursue and satisfy every customer. What makes majority of typical practices. The choice of cases
a customer profitable? Kotler and Armstrong is based on both a systematic theoretical taxon-
(1996) define a profitable customer as ‘‘a per- omy and on assumptions grounded in customer
son, household, or company whose revenues behavior.
over time exceed, by an acceptable amount, the In addition to the introduction, this paper
company costs of attracting, selling, and servic- has four sections. First, we introduce a general
ing that customer.’’ This excess is called cus- way to determine CLV. Second, we treat five
tomer lifetime value (CLV). general cases, offering a mathematical model to

Customer lifetime value should be an im- compute CLV in each case. Each general case
portant construct in designing and budgeting a is followed by a numerical example. Third, we
number of marketing decisions such as cus- discuss some managerial applications of the use
tomer acquisition programs (Dwyer, 1989). Rec- of a general model of CLV. As an illustration,
ognizing its importance, many researchers in we consider an example in which a general
direct marketing have studied CLV and its man- model of CLV is used to optimize the allocation
agerial applications (Dwyer, 1989; Hughes & of a promotional budget between Acquisition
Wang, 1995; Keane & Wang, 1995; Wang & and Retention. Finally, we offer conclusions and
Splegel, 1994). A growing interest in CLV is ex- suggest areas for future research.
pected in other marketing areas for two reasons.
First, at a time when marketing methods are

DETERMINATION OF CLVbecoming more interactive, from frequent-user-
club services to web pages, it is not surprising Determining the CLV, or economic worth of
that marketing talk begins to sound like direct- a customer, is, in principle, a straightforward

exercise. To calculate CLV, project the net cashmarketing talk (Blattberg & Deighton, 1996).
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C U S T O M E R L I F E T I M E V A L U E

flows that the firm expects to receive from the plausible. DuWors and Haines (1990) use event
customer over time. Next, calculate the present history analysis to measure brand loyalty. In the
value of that stream of cash flows. In practice, customer retention model, a customer who
however, estimating the net cash flows to be stops dealing with a company is considered as
received from that customer can be a very chal- lost-for-good. Returning customers are there-
lenging task. The questions to be answered be- fore treated as new ones. While this model
fore making the necessary computations are not might be more applicable in cases where switch-
always easy to handle. Carpenter (1995) calls for ing costs are higher and customer commitment
taking a holistic view of what may come of the is a long-term one, other cases, where customers
relationship with the customer while addressing may discontinue their purchase of a particular
this issue. Answers to questions such as, How product or brand only temporarily, also exist. A
many customers you can attract given specific migration model is likely more applicable in
acquisition spending? How large will the initial such cases.
sale to a customer be? What is the probability The CLV models in this paper include typical
that a customer will buy additional products or cases of customer behavior. The two models of-
services from the company over time? How does fered by Dwyer (1989) are considered. Cases 1,
this probability change with the amount spent 2a and 2b, 3, and 4 below address customer
on promotion? When will a customer stop buy- retention situations. Case 5 deals with a cus-
ing from the company for good? are used as tomer migration model. Case 1 is the simplest
inputs in the computation of CLV. and assumes yearly cycles of purchase. In many

industries, the relevant purchase cycle is not one
year (Reichheld, 1996). Cases 2a and 2b are aTYPES OF CUSTOMER BEHAVIOR
direct extension of case 1, in which the cycle is

Jackson (1985) groups industrial buyers into assumed to be shorter 2a or longer 2b than one
two major categories: lost-for-good, and always-a- year.
share. Her lost-for-good model assumes that a Profits per customer are not necessarily con-
customer is either totally committed to the ven-

stant per cycle. A major advantage in retainingdor or totally lost and committed to some other
your customers is that the profits generated byvendor. In the second model, always-a-share, the
them tend to accelerate over time. Reichheldcustomer can easily experiment with new ven-
and Sasser (1990) report examples of accelerat-dors. Switching costs constitute a major factor
ing profits in credit card, industrial distributionin implying one behavior or the other. Dwyer
and auto servicing. Reichheld (1996, p. 39) at-(1989) applied Jackson’s taxonomy in direct
tributed the acceleration in customers’ profitsmarketing and showed its implications for life-
to four reasons. First, revenues from customerstime valuation. A customer retention model is
typically grow over time. For example, custom-used to model lost-for-good situations. In this
ers who newly acquire a credit card use it slowlymodel, a retention rate (or retention probabil-
at the beginning; in the second year, and subse-ity) is estimated, traditionally based on historical
quently, if they stay with the company/card,data. The retention rate is ‘‘the chance that the
they become more accustomed to using theaccount will remain with the vendor for the next
credit card and balances grow. Second, old (i.e.,purchase, provided that the customer has
existing) customers are more efficient to servebought from that vendor on each previous pur-
and this usually results in costs savings. They dochase’’ (Jackson, 1985, p. 18).
not request services the company does not have.A customer migration model characterizes
Their familiarity with the company’s productsthe always-a-share case. In it, the recency of last
makes them less dependent on its employeespurchase is used to predict the possibility of re-
for advice and help. Third, satisfied customerspeat purchase in a period. The argument that
act as referrals who recommend the business toone may use purchase history, including re-

cency, to predict repeat purchase behavior is others (recommending, in addition, to them-
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J O U R N A L O F I N T E R A C T I V E M A R K E T I N G

selves—i.e., cross selling or buying). Fourth, in By including all promotional costs except
those very specifically oriented toward acquisi-some industries, old customers pay effectively

higher prices than new ones. This is sometimes tion [e.g., a direct mail campaign in which
existing customers have been purged], wedue to the trial discounts available only to

brand-new customers. Though rare, one may achieve a CLV determination which is conser-
vative in terms of being compared to acquisi-also think of cases where profits per customer

decrease per cycle. Cases 3 and 4 specifically tion costs.)
address situations where profits per customer

Case 1change over time. In case 3 cash flows are as-
sumed to be discrete. In case 4, we drop this We start with a simple case to illustrate the con-

cept. In this case we assume that (1) sales takeassumption in order to model CLV in cases with
continuous cash flows. place once a year, (2) both yearly spending to

retain customers and the customer retention
rate remain constant over time, and (3) reve-

CLV MODELS nues achieved per customer per year remain the
The focus in this paper is to determine the same. We shall relax assumptions (1), (3), and
(accumulated and appropriately discounted) the fixed retention rate assumption in (2), in
net contribution margin achieved per customer, subsequent cases.
once acquired. This focus has two implica- In all cases with constant yearly net contribu-
tions. First, acquisition costs, the costs in- tion margin per customer (i.e., cases 1, 2a, 2b,
curred to attract (i.e., acquire) a customer, and 5), we assume a specific timing of cash
while obviously an important input value for flows. Both revenues from sales and the corre-
a variety of decision-making contexts, are not sponding cost of sales take place at the time of
specifically considered in our determination sale; the first sales transaction occurs at the time
of CLV. Managers can, however, consider the of the determination of CLV, which may be
value computed in this paper as the maximum thought of as the moment of acquisition. All
value they are willing to incur as acquisition promotional expenses, except in case 2b, are
costs. Acquisition costs exceeding this value approximated (relative to uniform dispersion)
indicate the existence of unprofitable custom- to occur at the middle of the purchase cycle.
ers. Second, fixed costs are not considered in This assumption results in slightly different dis-
this model. This treatment is in line with other counting of these two sets of cash flows as the
research studies in direct marketing (Dwyer, models in the constant net contribution margin
1989; Hughes and Wang, 1995; Wang and cases show.
Spiegel, 1994). To compute CLV, we discount
the difference between the revenues and both Notations:
cost of sales and promotion expenses incurred
to retain customers. Cost of sales includes GC is the (expected) yearly gross contribution

margin per customer. It is, therefore, equalboth the cost of goods sold, and the cost of
order processing, handling, and shipping (Da- to revenues minus cost of sales.

M is the (relevant) promotion costs per cus-vid Shepard Associates, Inc., 1995, p. 258).
Promotion costs incurred to retain existing tomer per year.

n is the length, in years, of the period overcustomers, such as sending personalized
greeting cards and gifts, and general promo- which cash flows are to be projected.

r is the yearly retention rate, i.e., the propor-tional expenditures, excluding those directly
oriented toward acquisition, are referred to tion of customers expected to continue

buying the company’s goods or services inas retention costs. (Note that we view general
image advertising and other routine promo- the subsequent year.

d is the yearly discount rate (appropriate fortional campaigns as enhancing retention.
They may also, of course, enhance acquisition. marketing investments).
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An illustration of cash flows in this case fol- CLV Å {260 ∗ ∑
10

iÅ0

[(.75)i/(1 / .2)i]}
lows:

0 {50 ∗ ∑
10

iÅ1

[(.75)i01/(1 / .2)i00.5]}

Å $568.78Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year n
I©*©I©*©I©*©I . . . . . . I©*©I

Now

Case 2
where the I denotes cash flows (both inflows We relax the assumption of the first case that
and outflows) pertaining to sales transactions, sales occur annually. The following cases are
i.e., GC. On the other hand, an ∗ indicates the concerned with time periods that are longer or
approximate timing of promotional expenses. shorter than 1 year. The time periods are, how-
In the above case, ever, still assumed to be equal in length.

Case 2a. We consider first the case where sales
CLV Å {GC ∗ ∑

n

iÅ0

[r i/(1 / d)i]} occur more frequently than once a year. Let p
be the number of cycles (i.e., transactions or
sales) per year. For instance, p is equal to 2 for0 {M ∗ ∑

n

iÅ1

[r i01/(1 / d)i00.5]} (1) semiannual purchases/sales, and is equal to 4
in cases where sales occur quarterly; that is, p Å
12 divided by the cycle time in months. Then,

The length of the projection period, n, highly
depends on the industry. Carpenter (1995) ar- CLVÅ {GC * ∗ ∑

pn

iÅ0

[(r *)i/(1/ d)i/p]}
gues that looking beyond 5 years involves too
much guesswork in high-technology industries.

0 {M * ∗ ∑
pn

iÅ1

[(r *)i01/(1/ d)(i00.5)/p]} (2)Dwyer (1989) considers n to be 5 because the
preponderance of lifetime value accrues in the
first 4 or 5 years due to the shrinkage in the

whereaccount base and the heavy discounting. One
may, however, be interested in longer periods,

GC * is the (expected) gross contribution mar-especially in the case of durable products.
gin per customer per sales cycle,The GC and M cash flows are discounted dif-

M * is the promotion costs per customer perferently because, as mentioned previously, they
sales cycle, andare assumed to take place at two different time

r * is the retention rate per sales cycle.instants. The 0.5 in equation (1) reflects the
approximation of the promotion expenses to all

As in case 1 above, d is the yearly discountoccur at the middle of each purchase cycle.
rate (appropriate for marketing investments).
The number of periods is n ∗ p; while it is not
necessary that p be an integer (e.g., p Å 2.4 forNumerical Example. A typical example of this

case could be an insurance company trying to 5 purchase cycles per year), we assume that n is
such that n ∗ p is an integer; this simply corre-estimate its CLV. Suppose that the company

pays, on average, $50 per customer yearly on sponds with the projection period’s not con-
cluding in the middle of a purchase cycle. Thepromotional expenses. The yearly retention rate

is 75%. The period of cash flows projection is power of (1 / d) is divided by the number of
periods per year because d is indeed (still) the10 years. The yearly gross contribution per cus-

tomer is expected to amount to $260. An appro- annual discount rate. The adoption of a nonan-
nual discount rate would imply a change in thepriate discount rate for marketing activities is

20%. Then, financial market; that is not the case here. The
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0.5 is again used in the equation because pro-
motion expenditures in a cycle are assumed to
occur in the middle of that cycle.

Numerical Example. A typical example of this
case could be a health club trying to estimate
its CLV. Suppose that customers subscribe for

Year 1 Year 2

Year q Year q 11

I©*©x©*©x . . .
Now

x©*©I©*©x©*©x . . .

Year n
x©*©II©*©x©*©x . . .

x©*©I . . .

services on semiannual basis. The company pays
$25 per customer semiannually on promotion.

where the I, the beginning of purchase cycles,The semiannual retention rate is 80%. The pe-
denotes cash flows (both inflows and outflows)riod of cash flows projection is n Å 4 years.
pertaining to sales transactions, i.e., GC. On theThe gross contribution margin per semiannual
other hand, the ∗ shows the approximate timingsubscription amounts to $125. An appropriate
of promotional expenses (assumed to be thediscount rate for marketing activities is 20%.
middle of each year). One may relax the as-Then, based on equation (2),
sumptions concerning the timing of cash flows
without major changes in the model. The value
of r * pertains to a full cycle.CLV Å {125 ∗ ∑

8

iÅ0

[(.8)i/(1 / .2)i/2]}

Numerical Example. Consider the case of a
0 {25 ∗ ∑

8

iÅ1

[(.8)i01/(1 / .2)(i00.5)/2]} car dealership where customers lease cars for 3
years. The company pays $95 per customer on

Å $354.69 promotion, yearly. The cyclical retention rate
is (only) 30%. The average gross contribution
margin per car lease per cycle is $7,000. An ap-Case 2b. In this case, sales/transactions occur
propriate discount rate is 20%. The companyless frequently than once a year. In cases of dura-
wants to project its CLV for the next 12 yearsbles, replacements often occur only every few
(12/3 Å 4 purchase cycles). In this case,years. Let q be the length of a cycle or the num-

ber of years between two consecutive sales. For
example, if a car is leased every 3 years, then CLV Å {7,000 ∗ ∑

4

iÅ0

[(.3)i/(1 / .2)3i]}
q Å 3. Then,

0 {95 ∗ ∑
12

iÅ1

[(.3)(i01)/3/(1 / .2)i00.5]}
CLVÅ {GC * ∗ ∑

n/q

iÅ0

[(r *)i/(1/ d)iq]}
Å $8,273.31

0 {M * ∗ ∑
n

iÅ1

[(r *)(i01)/q/(1/ d)i00.5]} (3)
(Note that the leasee perhaps pays the lease

cost monthly; however, the lessor receives pay-
ment up front, irrespective of the leasee’s fi-We assume in this case that promotion costs
nancing choice.) To use equation (3), n/q, asare approximated to occur at the middle of
noted earlier for p ∗ n, should be an integereach year of the cycle, and again, sales and
value. Again this corresponds with the fact thatthe corresponding cost of sales occur once per
the projection period does not conclude in thepurchase cycle, with the first transaction taking
middle of a purchase cycle. The values of p andplace at the time of the acquisition/determina-
q are not chosen by the manager, but are basedtion of CLV. Cash flows are illustrated as fol-
on the nature of the product and its relatedlows (note that the number of purchase cycles
purchase cycle. However, the manager can al-equals n/q):
ways set n, the number of years over which he
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The rate at which profit grows over time affects
the value of h. The value g is the time at which
the inflection point in the profit curve occurs,
and (p1(g) / N) is the expected ceiling for
profits reached asymptotically. Companies typi-
cally use historical data to estimate those values.
The intercept v is the company’s gross contribu-
tion margin from the first sale. Sometimes, this

F I G U R E 1 value is not especially high; in some cases, it
Accelerating profit per customer—Discrete cash flows

might even be near zero, and on rare occasion,
negative (recall—we are not including acquisi-
tion costs; if we did include them, first yearwants to project cash flows, in a manner that
‘‘profit’’ would often be negative).leads to the required integer value. Given that

The CLV in this case is computed as follows:the manager is likely interested in estimating
CLV for a certain number of complete pur-
chase cycles, this restriction is generally a mini- CLV Å ∑

n

tÅ0

p(t) * [r t/(1 / d)t] (5)
mal one.

Case 3 where p(t) is the profit per customer in year t.
In this case, as in case 1, we assume a yearlyIn both cases 1 and 2 (a and b) we assume that
cycle. Applications to shorter or longer periods,the gross contribution margin (GC) per pur-
as in cases 2a and 2b, are straightforward.chase cycle and relevant promotion costs (M)

Based on equations (4) and (5), with g beingper year per customer remain constant. In cases
an integer, we have3 and 4, we address situations with GC and M

per customer potentially nonconstant over time.
For example, in case of accelerating profits, one CLV Å ∑

g

tÅ0

{[ht2 / v] * [r t/(1 / d)t]}
could have an S-shaped customer lifecycle profit
(GC 0 M) pattern similar to that implied in

/ ∑
n

tÅg/1

{[[hg2 / v] / [N(1 0 e0t/g)]]Figure 1 (and later plotted, as a continuous
curve in Figure 2, case 4).

To estimate customer lifetime value, one ∗ [r t/(1 / d)t]} (6)
needs, in this situation, to estimate the custom-
er’s profit function over time, p(t). The curve Note that the case of accelerated profits was pur-
in Figure 1 is a function that first grows at an posely chosen as the example of cases where
increasing rate (up to point g), then at a decreas- profits per customer change over time. This
ing rate, and has an upper asymptote. The upper choice is based on the fact that the case of in-
asymptote reflects a ceiling that profits are not creased profit over time was singled out by previ-
expected to exceed. (Note: p(t) represents profit ous researchers as a frequently occuring one
at time t, and is not cumulative). The following (Reichheld, 1996; Reichheld & Sasser, 1990).
function might serve as an example of an approx- The same general approach of equation (5) can
imation to the profit curve of Figure 1: be applied to other cases where change in profit

over time exhibits other patterns, including de-
creasing ones.

As noted, in the above model, profits means
p(t) Å p1(t) Å ht2 / v for t ° g

p(t) Å p2(t)Å p1(g)

/ [N(1 0 e0t/g)] for t ú g

(4)
net contribution margin. For simplicity, we did not
separate gross contribution margin, GC, from
promotional expenses, M. Given separate func-
tions for GC and M, one can follow the samewhere h, g, v, and N are all positive constants.
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J O U R N A L O F I N T E R A C T I V E M A R K E T I N G

procedure applied in this case to discount GC
and M separately, and then combine them, as
in the previous cases.

Numerical Example. Consider the case of a
credit card company that expects its profit per
newly acquired customer to accelerate over
time. Profit per customer starts at a low level of
$20. This profit is, however, expected to grow F I G U R E 2
at an increasing rate until year 5. Afterward, Accelerating profit per customer—Continuous cash flows
profit will continue to grow, but at a decreasing
rate. Profit is not expected to exceed a ceiling Case 4
of $200. The retention rate is 90%, and the dis-

In all the cases considered so far, we have as-count rate is 20%. Profit per customer can be
sumed discrete cash flows. In case 4 we addressapproximated as a function of time as follows:
the situation of continuous cash flows. Cases of
continuous cash flows, at least as a very close
approximation, are common in practice. DailyFp(t) Å 4t2 / 20 for t ° 5

p(t) Å 120 / [80(1 0 e0t/5)] for t ú 5 consumed products, such as coffee or cigarettes,
are likely to be well approximated by a continu-
ous purchase pattern.

In addressing the case of continuous cash
Note that p(5) Å $120. If this company is pro-

flows, we shall refer to the same profit function
jecting its cash flows for the next 8 years, then

used in case 3 with profits per customer acceler-
its CLV is equal to:

ating over time (i.e., nonconstant). Applications
to other cases with constant (or uniform) cash
flows are straightforward. The curve in Figure∑

5

tÅ0

{(4t2 / 20) ∗ [(.9)t/(1 / .2)t]}
2 illustrates the customer lifecycle profit (GC 0
M) pattern of case 4.

/ ∑
8

tÅ6

[(4 ∗ 52 / 20) / [80(1 0 e0t/5)]] To model CLV in cases with continuous cash
flows, one must generally use calculus. The sum-
mation function is replaced by an integral to∗ [(.9)t/(1 / .2)t]
reflect the substitution of an essentially discreteÅ $212.163. function by a continuous one. The limits of the
integral reflect the time period over which the
cash flows are projected, and, hence, the CLVCases with accelerating customer profit show

the importance of retaining customers. Any is determined. To make this conversion (sum-
mation r integral) complete, one needs, how-change in retention rate is expected to have a

greater effect on CLV when profit per customer ever, to add to the integral the initial net cash
(in)flow (GC at time zero, the time of the firstis accelerating than cases when profit per cus-

tomer is constant over time. This is mainly due sale). The separate addition of the first cash
inflow is to allow for the fact that, in movingto the fact that the compounded retention rate

is multiplied by a growing profit value in com- from a discrete function to a continuous func-
tion, the definite integral accumulates cashputing CLV. Hughes and Wang (1995) show the

dramatic effect of a lower retention rate on CLV flows for t periods, while the summation (dis-
crete) representation is accumulating the initialin the case of credit card customers. In the ex-

ample above, dropping the yearly retention rate cash inflow plus the cash flows of t periods, a
total of (t / 1) inflows.from 90% to 80% results in a drop of 37% in

CLV (new CLV Å $134.68). In general, in addition to the initial net cash
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C U S T O M E R L I F E T I M E V A L U E

inflow (as explained above), CLV is the sum of CLVÅ 20/*
5

0
(4t2/ 20) ∗ [.9/(1/ .2)]t d(t)

the discounted profits per each period t, p(t),
taking retention rate into consideration. There-

/*
8

5
[(4 ∗ 52/ 20)fore, CLV is the definite integral of the ‘‘p(t) ∗

r t ’’ function discounted continuously, plus the
/ [80(10 e0t/5)]] ∗ [.9/(1/ .2)]t d(t)initial p(t) (i.e., p[0]). We should also note that,

in this case, we still have a yearly discount rate, Å $213.13 (Recall: CLV in case 3
d. We therefore first need to compute a nominal

is equal to $212.163)annual rate, d*, that, when compounded contin-
uously, is equivalent to the desired effective rate,
d. For fractional periods, we have: Case 5
Effective Annual Rate The above cases assume a shrinking customer

base over time, in which lost customers areÅ (1 / Nominal Annual Rate/c)c 0 1 (7)
treated as new ones if they return. In case 5,
we use purchase history, particularly recency, towhere c is the number of compounding periods
predict repeat purchase behavior. In his cus-per year (Weston & Brigham, 1993, p. 232).
tomer migration model, Dwyer (1989) uses theWith continuous compounding, c tends to `,
recency of last purchase to predict the probabil-and (1 / Nominal Annual Rate/c)c is, in the
ity of repeat purchase for the next period. Forlimit, equal to eNominal Annual Rate. Hence, equation
ease of presentation, we shall first use Dwyer’s(7) can also be expressed as: d Å ed= 0 1. There-
(1989) example to present the case under dis-fore, d* Å ln (1 / d). We also know that, to
cussion. We shall then provide the necessarycontinuously discount a cash flow expected in
equations to compute CLV. The sales cycle isperiod t at a nominal rate of d*, we need to
assumed to be annual. The length of the cyclemultiply this value by e0td= (Weston & Brigham,
is not, however, a critical factor in constructing1993, p. 233).
the model. We shall drop from Dwyer’s modelBased on the above discussion, we have:
data on costs and earnings, and focus on the
most critical factor in the model: the number

CLV Å p(0) / *
n

0
p(t) ∗ r t ∗ e0td=d(t), of customers per year.

The model uses empirical evidence of pur-
with d* Å ln (1 / d) or: chase recency to predict repeat purchase behav-

ior. From past data, the purchase propensities
CLV Å p(0) / *

n

0
p(t) ∗ r t ∗ e0t ln(1/d)d(t) of each recency cell have been estimated. Table

1 summarizes the probability of purchase for
members of each recency cell.Å p(0) / *

n

0
p(t) ∗ [r/(1 / d)]t d(t) (8)

Table 2 shows the number of customers over
a 4-year period after acquisition, starting with a

Based on equations (4) and (8), we have: base of 1,000 customers.
Equation (7) shows how to compute Ci, the

number of customers in year i:CLV Å v / *
g

0
(ht2 / v) ∗ [r/(1 / d)]t d(t)

/ *
n

g
[(hg2 / v) / [N(1 0 e0t/g)]] Ci Å ∑

i

jÅ1

[Ci0j ∗ Pt0j ∗ ∏
j

kÅ1

(1 0 Pt0j/k)],

∗ [r/(1 / d)]t d(t) (9)
with Pt Å 0 (10)

Numerical Example. We refer to the same nu-
merical example of case 3, with one major dif- For instance, the number of customers in year

4 in the example of table 2 above is:ference: Cash flows are continuous. Then,
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Å [C3 ∗ Pt01 ∗ (1 0 Pt)]
T A B L E 1
Purchase Probabilities—Customer Migration Model / [C2 ∗ Pt02 ∗ (1 0 Pt01) ∗ (1 0 Pt)]

/ [C1 ∗ Pt03 ∗ (1 0 Pt02) ∗ (1 0 Pt01)Probability of
Purchase (Pt0j ) ∗ (1 0 Pt)] / [C0 ∗ Pt04 ∗ (1 0 Pt03)(for the current

Recency Cell year, t) ∗ (1 0 Pt02) ∗ (1 0 Pt01) ∗ (1 0 Pt)]

Å [195 ∗ .3 ∗ (10 0)]1—If last purchase was in year
(t 0 1) .30 / [230 ∗ .2 ∗ (10 .3) ∗ (10 0)]

2—If last purchase was in year
/ [300 ∗ .15 ∗ (10 .2) ∗ (10 .3) ∗ (10 0)](t 0 2) .20

3—If last purchase was in year / [1,000 ∗ .05 ∗ (10 .15) ∗ (10 .2)
(t 0 3) .15

∗ (10 .3) ∗ (10 0)]4—If last purchase was in year
(t 0 4) .05 Å 58.5/ 32.2/ 25.2/ 23.8

5—If last purchase was in year
(t 0 5) .00 Å 139.7

Then, in general, in the always-a-sale case, andC4Å [C401 ∗ Pt01 ∗ (10 Pt01/1)]
applying the same assumptions of cash flow tim-/ [C402 ∗ Pt02 ∗ (10 Pt02/1) ∗ (10 Pt02/2)] ing of case 1, the company CLV is computed as
follows:/ [C403 ∗ Pt03 ∗ (10 Pt03/1) ∗ (10 Pt03/2)

∗ (10 Pt03/3)]
CLVÅ {(GC) ∗ {C0/ [∑

n

iÅ1

[∑
i

jÅ1

Ci0j ∗ Pt0j/ [C404 ∗ Pt04 ∗ (10 Pt04/1)

∗ (10 Pt04/2) ∗ (10 Pt04/3)
∗ ∏

j

kÅ1

(10 Pt0j/k)]]/(1/ d)i}
∗ (10 Pt04/4)]

T A B L E  2
Number of Customers—Customer Migration Model

Time 1

30% 30%

1,000

70%

300
70%

80%

             20%

90

30%
140
230

210

560

69

42

84
195

161

168

476

58.5

32.2

25.2

23.8
139.7

30%

20%

15%

5%

Time 2 Time 3 Time 4

70%

20%

15%

85%

700

80%
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els to determine the effects of some situational
0 {M ∗ [[C0/(1/ d)0.5]/ [∑

n

iÅ1

∑
i

jÅ1

Ci0j factors on customer equity. For example, the
adoption of a price skimming strategy typically
results in a lower acquisition rate. Though less∗ Pt0j ∗ ∏

j

kÅ1

(10 Pt0j/k)]]/(1/ d)i/0.5}}/C0, in number, however, these acquired customers
might show a higher degree of persistence in

with PtÅ 0, (11) their choice of a seller. The comparison of ex-
pected CLV in the case of price penetration to

where C0 is the initial customer base at the time that of price skimming enables managers to
of the determination of CLV (acquisition). Note make a more informed pricing policy choice.
that, in this case, we assume that sales, and the CLV determination can also be used to de-
corresponding cost of sales, take place once a cide how to allocate promotional budgets be-
year; the first transaction is at acquisition. Pro- tween acquisition and retention spending. In
motion expenses occur at the middle of each the following paragraphs, we build on a study
year. by Blattberg and Deighton (1996) and use a

general model of CLV to formulate a nonlinear
programming problem to optimize this alloca-

MANAGERIAL APPLICATIONS tion.
Relationship marketing is the process of creat- In a recent article, Blattberg and Deighton
ing, maintaining, and enhancing strong, value- (1996) presented a procedure to determine the
laden relationships with customers and other optimal acquisition and retention costs, based
stakeholders (Kotler & Armstrong, 1996). Com- on the maximization of customer lifetime value.
panies are realizing that when operating in ma- In their model,
ture markets and facing stiffer competition, the
development of this profitable relationship with Customer Equity Å am 0 A / a ∗ (m 0 R/r)
customers is a critical success factor. To know ∗ [r 9/(1 0 r 9)]
whether or not a relationship is profitable, one

with r 9 Å r/(1 / d), (12)needs to be able to quantify this relationship.
The general models presented in this paper

where,serve as tools to quantify customer lifetime
value, a construct that had been considered pri-

a is the acquisition rate (proportion of solic-marily in abstract terms (Carpenter, 1995).
ited prospects acquired), given a specificDetermining customer value can help manag-
level of acquisition costs (A),ers in making decisions through determining

m is the margin (in monetary units) on athe impact of different courses of action on the
transaction,value of CLV. The use of general models makes

A is the acquisition cost per customer,the study of the impact a more systematic exer-
R is the retention cost per customer per year,cise. These models can, for example, be used
r is the yearly retention rate, andto decide how much to spend on promotional
d is the yearly discount rate (appropriate forcampaigns. They are also able to be used to

marketing investments).check the difference in profitability among vari-
ous market segments.

The relationship between acquisition costs The difference between customer equity and
CLV is that customer equity takes acquisitionand rates, and retention costs and rates is worthy

of consideration (Blattberg & Deighton, 1996). cost into consideration. As mentioned earlier,
we deliberately dropped acquisition cost fromThe CLV determination can help us determine

the effect of adopting a marketing strategy, with our CLV models, in order to clearly distinguish
them from prospect models.its resulting acquisition and retention rates,

costs, and trade-off. Also, one may use the mod- In this model, a and r are exponential func-
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tions of A and R, respectively (described below). choose. The aim would be to maximize the cus-
tomer equity. Indeed, to determine the cus-These functions are determined based on infor-
tomer equity that would result from each ofmation provided by managers on (1) their cur-
methods 1 and 2, replace a and r in equationrent spending on acquisition (retention) and
(12), first, by a1 and r1, and, then, a2 and r2,the resulting acquisition (retention) rate, and
respectively. The manager will choose the(2) the ceiling of their acquisition (retention)
method with the higher customer equity.rate that would be achieved were there no limit

Blattberg and Deighton (1996) used theiron the amount spent on acquisition (retention).
models to determine optimal acquisition costsIn their study, the acquisition rate a Å ceiling
(A) and optimal retention costs (R). They, how-rate ∗ [1 0 exp(K1 ∗ A)] with the ceiling rate
ever, did not consider a limited availability ofand K1 being constant and determined from
funds, and did not address the allocation/trade-the managers’ answers. The same applies to the
off between acquisition and retention spending.retention rate where r Å ceiling rate ∗ [1 0
In the real world, managers often operate withexp(K2 ∗ R)]. To determine optimal acquisition
limited budgets. The promotional budget setcosts, customer value in the first year (Åa ∗ m
for a particular year should, in general, be allo-0 A) is maximized. To decide on retention
cated between acquisition and retention spend-costs, the acquisition rate, a, resulting from the
ing. One can extend their general model of cus-maximization of the first-year customer value is
tomer equity to optimize the allocation of thefirst plugged in equation (12) above. Then, the
promotional budget. Indeed, the problem to beoptimal spending on retention, R, is the value
solved is a nonlinear programming problem,resulting in the maximization of customer eq-
where the objective function to be maximizeduity as per equation (12).
is:Different acquisition methods may result in

different retention rates in the future. Thus, ar-
Customer EquityÅ (am0 A)/ a ∗ (m0 R/r)guing that measuring the success of customer

acquisition efforts solely in terms of response ∗ [r 9/(10 r 9)],
(or acquisition) rates might not be appropriate,

with r 9Å r/(1/ d),Wang and Splegel (1994) propose a model to
capture the dynamics/interaction of acquisition

Subject to the following constraints:and retention rates. Methods having dissimilar
acquisition rates might also have dissimilar re- 1. A / R ° Total promotional budget
tention rates, most often in the opposite direc- 2. A ¢ 0
tion. In fact, the functions relating acquisition

3. R ¢ 0spending to acquisition rates, and those relating
retention spending to retention rates might be Recall that a and r are nonlinear functions of A
illustrated in Figure 3. The first method, sub- and R, respectively. The objective function has
scripted ‘‘1’’, could be offering a free premium 2 decision variables: A and R.
with the first order; this could result in a higher
acquisition rate, a1, but a lower retention rate,

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS FORr1, relative to a second method, subscripted as
FUTURE RESEARCH‘‘2’’, e.g., advertising. The manager is faced with

a trade-off between the two rates, as determined The basic insight that comes from looking at
by choice of method (or allocation between the economics of customer lifetime value is that
each method). one begins to view customers in terms of ongo-

Referring to equation (12), one may extend ing relationships, rather than transactions. Opti-
the procedure in Blattberg and Deighton mization techniques focusing on a short-term
(1996), by the use of mathematical modeling to impact of marketing strategies do not necessar-

ily draw a correct picture for managerial use.decide on which promotional method to
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F I G U R E 3
Trade-off between acquisition rates and retention rates

This paper adds to a stream of research that els used to measure CLV account for the repeat
purchase probability without any considerationcalls for a richer managerial analysis of a variety

of key marketing decision problems, through of attitudinal factors. Though the repeat pur-
chase probability is ultimately the value that oneoffering tools that make it practical for manag-

ers to develop long-term perspectives. needs to use to determine CLV, the develop-
ment of mathematical models to measure CLVThough typical, the cases addressed in this

paper are far from being exhaustive. The study that take into consideration factors underlying
the repeat purchase behavior (and, thus, cus-of more complex cases, some of which being

combinations of the cases investigated in this tomer satisfaction and existence of competition,
for examples) remains a challenge for futurepaper, is needed. Modeling customer lifetime

value of other real world situations can be mana- researchers.
gerially helpful. For example, one might be in-
terested in studying this construct in hybrid
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